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Hepatitis-C Infection Incidence Among the nonHodgkin’s B-cell Lymphoma Patients in the Northeast of
Iran
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Abstract
Background: Various infectious agents like Ebstein Barr Virus (EBV),
HTLV-1 and Helicobacter pylori have known as etiologic factors in different
sub-types of lymphoma. Although Hepatitis C virus (HCV) has not only been
important for its hepatotropism and hepatitis development, but also in recent
years its association with some forms of non- Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL),
especially B cell NHL, has reported.
In some countries, the rate of B cell NHL development in HCV infected
patients was four times more than general population, and then association
between HCV infection and B-NHL has proposed in many studies.
Methods: To assess this relationship in our geographic region, in a descriptive
study; we have evaluated patients with B-NHL in an oncology center in
northeast of Iran for HCV infection.
Results: Out of 128 B-NHL patients, HCV Antibody test (with third
generation ELISA method) was positive in only one patient, which confirmed
with Nested PCR technique. Then the frequency of HCV infection in our
patients was 0.7%.
Conclusion: Respecting to the incidence of HCV infection in general
population in Iran, which is between 0.5-1%, we couldn’t show higher
prevalence of HCV infection in NHL patients than general population, and
hence couldn’t confirm relation between HCV infection and B-NHL in our
region.
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Introduction
Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma (NHL) has known
as a heterogeneous group of the lymphoid system
malignancies which have consisted of more than 40
types of different malignant entities. The most
common types of lymphoma have originated from B
cells.
According to Iran cancer registry (verso. 2008);
out of 76159 total cancer patients, they have
diagnosed 2055 new cases of Lymphoma (2.6% of
total cancers).
Mozaheb. Et al study, in Mashhad University
cancer research center and an outpatient hematologic
clinic, from 2000 to 2009, has evaluated 391 patients
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with lymphoid malignancy. Out of 92 % were NonHodgkin’s Lymphoma.
The most common
histologic subtype was Diffuse Large B-cell
Lymphoma (DLBL) [1].
The statistics have shown an increase in the
NHL incidence, during the recent decades. Although
the etiology of most cases has still remained
unknown, but the role of various genetic and
environmental factors have reportedly mentioned for
generating this disease. Among the environmental
agents; nutritional, occupational, chemical and also
infectious factors have considered as responsible
risk factors. The association of various infectious
agents with subtypes of NHL has previously proven.
The associations of the Ebsteinbarr virus (EBV) with
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Burkit’s lymphoma, HTLV-1 with ATLL, HHV-8
with primary effusion lymphoma and also
Helicobacter Pylori with MALT lymphoma all have
confirmed. HCV is a RNA-virus which although
was globally famous, due to its hepatotropism and
hepatitis development, but it would be also a
lymphotropic virus which could replicate in B cells
,and then it has shown that chronic antigenic
stimulation of B cells by HCV could result in
malignant transformation of this cell lineage.
The role of this virus in causing the other B-cell
disorders, specially mixed cryoglobulinemia has
previously confirmed [1]. In the recent years the
relation of HCV with B-cell type NHL has
proposed, and several studies have shown a higher
prevalence rate of HCV in B-NHL cases in
comparison to controls [2]. HCV sequences have
identified in the samples that taken from involved
lymph nodes in B-NHL patients. High prevalence of
HCV infection in B-NHL has reported in various
studies conducted in Eastern Europe, Italy, Brazil,
Egypt and Japan. The rate of B-NHL development in
HCV patients was 2 to 4 times higher, in comparison
to the general population [3-5]. Still, other studies
have not consented to this relation. Studies from
England, Canada, some western European countries
and Turkey have not shown a significant difference
in the seroprevalence of HCV in NHL patients,
compared to the control group. In a meta-analysis
conducted by Matuso et al.; consisting of 23 casecontrol studies, a strong relation between positive
serum anti-HCV tests and NHL, especially the BNHL type, has reported [6].
Gisbert et al. in a meta-analysis on 48 studies,
has reported the mean prevalence of HCV in B-NHL
cases to be 13% which has shown a much higher
rate in comparison to healthy individuals.Yet, a
variety to evaluate the prevalence of results has
reported from different countries. In order to study
the role of this virus in B-NHL patients in an
oncology center in northeast of Iran, this descriptive
study has planned.

Materials and Methods
In two-year duration from June 2007 to Sept.
2009, 156 patients with the diagnosis of lymphoma
whom have referred to the cancer research center of
Omid hospital, Mashhad University of Medical
Sciences, Mashhad, Iran, have enrolled in this study.
At the admission their pathologic samples have
reviewed by the pathologists of the center, and
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complementary
studies
specially
an
Immunohistochemistry panel and NHL subtyping
have performed. An informed consent has also
acquired from each patient. Afterwards an
intravenous blood sample has obtained, and
dispensed into two experimental test tubes, one
containing EDTA for DNA extraction , and the other
a dry one for isolating its serum. After centrifugation
of serum samples in 5 separate micro tubes, they
have storaged in -80°C. On the examination day
each 30 blood samples have taken out of the freezer
together, and after being opened in room
temperature the following procedures have
performed based on the mentioned protocol.
200μl of the positive and negative controls, and
also 10μl of each patient's sample have dispensed in
separate microplates and after adding 50μl of the
diluting agent, they have incubated for 45min in
37°C. The samples have then washed by a specific
washer, 10μl of an enzymatic conjugator has added
to each well (except for the blank one), and
incubated for 45 min in 37°C. After being washed
once again, 100μl of chromogen/substrate has added
and maintained in room temperature for 15min.
Subsequently, 100μl of sulfuric acid has added to
each well, and the color intensity of each one has
read by a 450nm filter and blanked in 620nm. Cutoff point has measured by adding 0/350 to the mean
value of the negative control samples.
The results have calculated based on the light
absorption fraction of the sample to cut off (CO) as
follows: In cases where this ratio was less than 0.9,
it has regarded as negative; between 0.9-1.1,
intermediate and more than 1.1 has considered as
positive.

Results
Out of 156 patients with lymphoma, 128
patients were NHL-B cell, 13 patients were T-cell
lymphoma and 15 patients were Hodgkin’s
Lymphoma. Among B-cell lymphomas; the most
common histologic subtype was Diffuse Large Bcell Lymphoma (75.8%). 128 non-Hodgkin B-cells
have studied. The mean age was 53.2years (range:
14 to 86 yrs). 81 (63.3%) cases were male and 47
(36.7%) female. In 54% of patients the initial site of
involvement was nodal and in the other 46% it was
extra nodal.
In between the nodal regions, the most
commonly involved site was the cervical lymphatic
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Table1. Non-hodgkin’s B-cell Lymphoma subgroups of patients
Non-hodgkin’s B-cell Lymphoma subgroups*

percent

frequency

Small lymphocytic Lymphoma

5.0%

6

Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma

75.8%

91

Follicular Lymphoma

4.2%

5

Burkit’s Lymphoma

0.8%

1

Mantle Cell Lymphoma

6.7%

8

Marginal Zone Lymphoma

7.5%

9

100.0%

120

Total

*unknown in 8 cases

and after that the gastrointestinal system stood in the
second place.
After pathological review and studying the
IHC, the most common subtype of the disease has
revealed to be DLBCL (Diffuse Large B-cell
Lymphoma) (75.8%) and MALT (Mocusaassociated Lymphoid tissue) (7.5%) (Table 1).
When studying HCV-Ab with the third
generation ELISA method, from the 128 cases only
one has shown a strongly positive test result while
the rest were all negative.
In order to confirm the only positive case of
infection, HCV-RNA has investigated in the
patient's serum plasma by the Nested PCR technique
which has proved its positivity.
This only positive HCV case was a 71-year-old
man with the diagnosis of tonsillar DLBCL.

Discussion
In the current study, and among the 128 B-NHL
cases, HCV infection has confirmed in only one
patient showing 0.7% prevalence in general.
The prevalence of HCV infection in the general
population varies in different countries with a
worldwide prevalence of about 1 to 5%, has been
1% in European countries; and more than 5% in
Africa.
In Egypt the serologic evidence of HCV
infection has estimated to be 12-15% in the general
population. In Iran and based on several studies
conducted in different provinces, among the blood
donors of blood transfusion centers, the prevalence
of this type of infection was between 0.12 to 1.8%
[7-12].
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In a recent population based study in Iran, that
have evaluated 5684 cases from 3 different regions
of the country (north, center and south) for HCV
infection, its prevalence has proved to be 0.5% [13].
In the current study on NHL cases, this value has
achieved as 0.7% which has not shown a significant
difference from the normal population and therefore
HCV could not be confirmed as a major risk factor
in Iran.
In Cocco et al. case-control study in Italy, the
rate of HCV infection in NHL cases, was
significantly higher than the controls [14]. Goldman
and his colleagues have conducted a study in Egypt,
one of the countries with a very high prevalence for
HCV. They revealed the rate of this type of infection
to be 26-48% among different NHL subgroups;
whereas Marginal zone lymphoma and DLBCL have
shown the highest prevalence for this infection (with
an Odds Ratio of 4.6 and 3.2, respectively) [15]. In a
study, prevalence of HCV infection in primary
hepatic lymphoma, and primary splenic lymphoma
were 66%, and 68% respectively [16]. The only
positive HCV case in our study was a patient with
DLBCL diagnosis. In a conducted meta-analysis by
Gisbert et al. the mean prevalence of HCV infection
in B-NHL cases has reported 13% [17].
As it could be seen, our findings have not
displayed much similarity with the results of such
studies, but regarding a study by Shariff et al.,
conducted in Canada, have shown no significant
difference in the prevalence of HCV infection in BNHL cases in comparison to controls [18]. In
Schollkopf et al. study from Denmark-Sweden, the
rate of anti HCV also has not shown a statistically
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significant difference in NHL cases, in comparison
to controls. This difference was solely statistically
significant in lymphoblastic lymphoma, but not in
subgroups such as CLL, FL and DLBCL [19].
In Vahap Okan study in Turkey, anti HCV
seropositivity has shown no difference between the
NHL cases and controls; yet, the DLBCL subgroup
has shown a significant difference [20]. In general it
has seemed that the relation of HCV and NHL and
specially B-NHL, has demonstrated inconsistent
results in various studies, and mainly in countries
where HCV infection had a relatively lower
prevalence, this relationship has less supported.
According to the studies conducted so far, Iran
was also one of the countries with a low prevalence
for HCV and our study has proved no significant
difference in the rate of this infection in B-NHL
cases in comparison to the general population. Still,
in order to further establish such findings, a multicenter case-control study including samples from
different regions of the country was highly
recommendable.
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